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Spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy study of 360° walls in an external magnetic field
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Spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy is employed to study the internal structure of 360° magnetic
domain walls in ultrathin Fe nanowires prepared on W~110!. They are formed by pairs of winding 180° walls
in an increasing external magnetic field. Their width is governed by an equilibrium of exchange and Zeeman
energy. In the relevant field range (B>50 mT) the demagnetizing energy contributes only indirectly via an
increased wall width, i.e., a reduced effective anisotropy, and nonlocal effects are negligible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation and stability of 360° domain walls plays
crucial role in remagnetization processes of thin ferrom
netic films with possible implications for the performan
and development of magnetoresistive and magnetic ran
access memory devices.1 They are formed in external field
applied along the easy direction of the magnetic mate
when pairs of 180° walls with the same sense of rotation
forced together. Their stability against a remagnetization i
the uniform state is a manifestation of a hard axis anisotr
perpendicular to the rotational plane of the wall.2,3 This an-
isotropy may be of crystalline origin or—in films with a
in-plane magnetic easy direction—due to the sha
anisotropy.4

In general, in the equilibrium state the Zeeman energ
balanced by a repulsion of the two walls due to both
change and demagnetizing~or dipolar! energy. It has been
shown theoretically within an effective one-dimension
~1D! model3 that the dipolar energy can be neglected in
1D case~spin chain!, and that exchange repulsion shou
also be observable experimentally in the 2D case, but o
for sufficiently thin films and small domain-wall separation

In this work we employ spin-polarized scanning tunneli
microscopy ~SPSTM! to measure the evolution of 360
domain-wall profiles in two-atomic-layer-thick Fe nanowir
in an increasing external field ofB550–800 mT. We will
show that in this field range nonlocal demagnetizing effe
are negligible, and that the system is well described b
balance of exchange and Zeeman energy within a simple
model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments were performed in a UHV system w
different chambers for surface analysis, sample prepara
metal-vapor deposition, and cryogenic STM,5 at a base pres
sure in the 10211 mbar range. As a substrate, we used
W~110! single crystal with an average terrace width
'25 nm. It was cleaned by repeated cycles of heating aT
51500 K in an oxygen atmosphere of 531027 mbar and
subsequent flashing at 2300 K. We deposited 1.8 monola
~ML ! of Fe at an elevated temperature ofT5500650 K,
where step-flow growth leads to a system of Fe nanow
with alternating monolayer and double layer~DL! coverage,
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extending along the substrate’s step edges.6,7 The W tip was
etchedex situ, flashedin vacuoat T52300 K, and coated
with a ferromagnetic film leading to a strong in-plane ma
netic contrast.

With both tip and sample held atT514 K, maps of the
differential conductancedI/dU ~‘‘magnetic signal’’! were
recorded simultaneously to the constant-current images~to-
pography! by adding a modulation voltage ofUmod
510 mVrms to the sample biasU and detecting thedI/dU
signal by lock-in technique in closed feedback circuit co
figuration.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fe DL nanowires on W~110! have a perpendicular mag
netic easy axis and exhibit a transition from dipolar antip
allel coupling7,6 to dense stripe domains with the covera
approaching 2.0 ML.8

Figure 1 displays the sample’s topography and magn
initial state as a 3D composite forQ51.8 ML. Within the

FIG. 1. 2003200 nm2 constant-current~topography! image of
1.8 ML Fe on W~110!, colorized withdI/dU map, recorded with a
ferromagnetically coated W tip atU520.3 V, I 50.3 nA, andT
514 K. Two types of 180° domain walls can be distinguished
their in-plane magnetization component~see arrows!.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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DL wires that are separated by narrow regions of ML cov
age, two types of 180° walls can be distinguished by th
in-plane magnetization component~see arrows!. They ex-
hibit a wall width of w'7 nm, in agreement with previou
studies. The intermediatedI/dU signal~gray! corresponds to
a perpendicular magnetization oriented either up or do
two cases that cannot be distinguished with a tip exhibit
pure in-plane sensitivity, unless the symmetry is broken
an external field, as can be seen in the next figure.

Figure 2 showsdI/dU maps of the same surface area
an increasing perpendicular magnetic field of up to 800 m
Areas magnetized parallel to the field direction grow at t
expense of antiparallel ones, and pairs of 180° walls
forced together, which is equivalent to the formation of 36
walls.9 As expected, their lateral extension decreases w
increasing field value.

A closer inspection of these field-dependent measu

FIG. 2. dI/dU maps of the surface area from Fig. 1, imaged
an increasing perpendicular magnetic field. Pairs of 180° dom
walls are gradually forced together, which is equivalent to the f
mation and compression of 360° walls. At 800 mT, most of the
have vanished~Ref. 8!, i.e., the Fe film is in magnetic saturation
With increasing external magnetic field, the tip’s magnetization
gradually forced from the in-plane towards the perpendicular dir
tion.
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ments reveals that~i! the magnetization rotates along eve
single nanowire with a defined chirality, and that~ii ! the
rotational sense is the same in each of the 12 wires within
imaged area. These findings are consistent with data fro
previous publication10 where in-plane and out-of-plane se
sitivities were achieved with one and the same tip by cho
ing appropriate bias voltagesU. Since the azimuthal angle o
the tip magnetization is unknown, the absolute sense of
tation, however, cannot be determined. For the same rea
it cannot be decided on the basis of these data alone whe
the walls are of Bloch or Ne´el type, though the facts that th
closed DL film is magnetized in plane along@11̄0# at el-
evated temperatures7 and the domain walls are oriente
along the same direction8 are an indication of their Bloch-
type character. Observation~i! is already to be expected fo
stability reasons: neighboring walls of opposite chirality~un-
winding or untwisted walls! attract each other and can eas
annihilate, in contrast to winding walls. As a consequen
the cooling process of the sample from aboveTc to the mea-
surement temperature of 14 K will result in a defined chir
ity within every individual wire, since such a structure
more stable against thermal fluctuations. The observed a
age distance between neighboring walls does therefore
necessarily reflect the magnetic ground state at low temp
tures; since it might be a relict from the cooling proce
which is effectively frozen in a metastable state. Observat
~ii ! is not yet fully understood. It might be connected to t
miscut of the sample and/or the deviation of the axis of
wires from the@001# direction.

With increasing external magnetic field, the tip’s magn
tization is successively rotated from in-plane towards
perpendicular direction. Also its in-plane direction is r
versed during data acquisition at 400 mT in Fig. 2~see black
arrow!, which causes an inverted contrast for the remain
upper part of the image. At this field value a group of fi
360° walls has formed a row~see oval!, a correlation that
might arise from their in-plane stray field. At 800 mT most
the 360° walls within the scanned area have been rema
tized by a rotation via the hard@001# in-plane direction.2,3 It
has been shown previously that in this process the stray
of the tip plays a significant role,8 which can already be
deduced from the fact that one of the remaining three w
disappears while it is imaged~see white arrow! and the other
two remagnetize similarly during the repeated imaging at
same external field value~not shown!. At lower field values
the tip’s stray field causes domain-wall movements that
be recognized by noncontinuous contrasts in thedI/dU
maps.

Note that at 800 mT the tip’s magnetizationMW T is close to
the normal direction, resulting in an almost exclusive perp
dicular sensitivity in thisdI/dU map, in contrast to the pre
vious images. This issue is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a sing
180° Bloch wall that is described by4

w180~x!5arcsinS tanhS x

w0/2D D , w052A A

Keff
. ~1!

Since in SPSTM the variation of thedI/dU signal is propor-
tional to the projection of the local surface magnetizati
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onto the tip magnetization, measured wall profiles gradu
change from pure domain-wall contrast atu590° to pure
domain contrast atu50°, whereu is the angle between th
easy directionz and the projection ofMW T onto the wall plane
(yz).

We will now focus on the internal structure of the 360
walls. Figure 4 displays line sections~gray circles! of the
single pair of domain walls, which have been shown in F
2~a–f!. We describe the wall profiles by the sum of two 18
walls at the positions6c:

w360~x!5 (
1,2

arcsinS tanhS x6c

w/2 D D . ~2!

The values ofc andw can then be extracted from the data
the varying tip magnetization is taken into account. Us
the function

y5y01a cos„w360~x!1u…, ~3!

the fitted curves~black lines! and the resulting fit parameter
u, c, andw are displayed within the figure. The extension
the inner 180° rotation between the two opposite in-pla
orientations, which is approximately 2c, has been marked
by a shaded area. It successively decreases from 22.2 n
zero field to 6.7 nm at 800 mT.

This compression of 360° walls observed in Fig. 4 c
already be reproduced quantitatively within a simple 1D m
cromagnetic model, which takes into account Zeeman,
change, and an effective anisotropy energy. The latter
cludes the crystal anisotropy and the local part of the dipo
energy. Nonlocal effects are neglected.3 The total energy per
unit area can then be written as

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic representation of a Bloch wall.~b! Wall

profiles strongly depend on the tip’s magnetizationMW T . The rel-
evant angleu is the one between thez direction and the projection

of MW T onto they-z plane.
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whereA is the exchange stiffness,Keff the effective anisot-
ropy constant, andMs the saturation magnetization. Energ
minimization with appropriate boundary conditions yields
surprisingly simple exact solution,3 which has already been
used in the fitting procedure, i.e. Eq.~2!, where the field-
dependent values ofc andw are now given explicitly by

c5
w

2
arcsinhSA2Keff

MsB
D , w52A A

Keff1MsB/2
. ~5!

For B→0, the distance 2c diverges and the zero-field
wall width w0 from Eq. ~1! is recovered. To compare thi

FIG. 4. Line sections~circles! across a single 360° wall corre
sponding to panels~a–f! in Fig. 2, as well as individual fits to the
data ~black lines! by Eq. ~3! and expected profiles~white! using
Eqs. ~3! and ~5!. The shaded areas correspond to the walls’ in
180° spin rotation.
1-3
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model with the measured data, we have performed a sim
taneous fit to all line sections under the constraint of Eqs.~5!.
Assuming a reasonable value ofMs52.03106 A/m, the
other two magnetic constants are determined toA51.82
310211 J/m and Keff51.253106 J/m3 in this procedure.
The resulting curves are displayed as white lines in Fig
and are in good agreement with the experimental data, e
in the low-field regime. The only exception is the zero-fie
case. Here the equilibrium distance depends on the neigh
ing walls in the experiment and the theoretical model fa
since it considers a single-wall pair only. ForB>50 mT,
however, the good agreement implies that indeed the c
pressing force arising from the Zeeman energy is balan
by an increasing energy penalty due to exchange alone.
dipolar energy contributes only indirectly to the 360° wal
extension, via a reduced effective anisotropy, which lead
an increased wall widthw.

To verify this conclusion we performed additional calc
lations including a full description of the dipolar energy in
finite element approach.11 We determined the equilibrium
state for a single 360° wall in an isolated DL section of s
20032030.4 nm3. Since the dipolar energy is calculate
explicitly, instead ofKeff the crystal anisotropy alone had
be taken into account and was set toK53.533106 J/m3 in
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order to reproducew0. For B>50 mT, the results are indis
tinguishable from the ones obtained with the simple a
proach above, which means that nonlocal demagnetizing
fects can be neglected in this field range. Only in exter
fields as small as a few mT, significant deviations are
served in the simulation, and the distance between the w
also depends on the sample’s length.

IV. CONCLUSION

Employing SPSTM we have investigated the intern
structure of 360° walls in an increasing external field ofB
550–800 mT. At every field step their extension decrea
and the equilibrium state is determined by a balance of
change and Zeeman energy. It has been shown that non
demagnetizing effects can be neglected in this field ran
which means that the system exhibits a pure exchange re
sion of domain walls.
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